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and Sushmita Jha1,8,*
SUMMARY

Dopamine (DA) plays many roles in the brain, especially in movement, motivation,
and reinforcement of behavior; however, its role in regulating innate immunity is
not clear. Here, we show that DA can induce DNA-based extracellular traps in
primary, adult, human microglia and BV2 microglia cell line. These DNA-based
extracellular traps are formed independent of reactive oxygen species, actin polymerization, and cell death. These traps are functional and capture fluorescein
(FITC)-tagged Escherichia coli even when reactive oxygen species production or
actin polymerization is inhibited. We show that microglial extracellular traps are
present in Glioblastoma multiforme. This is crucial because Glioblastoma multiforme cells are known to secrete DA. Our findings demonstrate that DA plays a significant role in sterile neuro-inflammation by inducing microglia extracellular traps.
INTRODUCTION
In 2004, Zychklinsky et al. discovered that neutrophils can control the spread of pathogens by forming
extracellular traps (ETs), also referred to as neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs). ETs are composed of nuclear or mitochondrial DNA (Brinkmann et al., 2004; Lood et al., 2016; Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007). ETs
are decorated with multiple antimicrobial proteins like myeloperoxidase (MPO) and neutrophil elastase
(NE) (Delgado-Rizo et al., 2017; Dwyer et al., 2014; Papayannopoulos, 2017) and are capable of trapping
and killing bacteria (Brinkmann et al., 2004), fungi (Urban et al., 2006), parasites (Abi Abdallah et al.,
2012), and viruses (Saitoh et al., 2012) It is now known that innate immune cells such as monocytes (Webster
et al., 2010), macrophages (Chow et al., 2010), eosinophils ((Gupta et al., 2010)Yousefi et al., 2008), basophils (Morshed et al., 2014; Schorn et al., 2012), and mast cells (Möllerherm et al., 2016) can also form ETs.
Two mechanisms are proposed for NETs formation (NETosis): suicidal or lytic NETosis and vital or non-lytic
NETosis (Fuchs et al., 2007; Papayannopoulos, 2017; Pilsczek et al., 2010; Yipp et al., 2012; Yousefi et al.,
2019). In lytic NETosis, decondensed chromatin is released with the permeabilization of nuclear envelop
and cell membrane leading to immediate cell death (Fuchs et al., 2010; Papayannopoulos, 2017). In nonlytic NETosis, decondensed chromatin is released in vesicles along with granules containing antimicrobial
proteins without compromising the cell membrane and cells continue to function normally (Papayannopoulos, 2017; Yipp et al., 2012). Yousefi et al. first reported that viable neutrophils can produce NETs
composed of mitochondrial DNA rather than nuclear DNA (Yousefi et al., 2009). Lytic NETosis is most studied and is reactive oxygen species (ROS) dependent (Fuchs et al., 2010; Papayannopoulos, 2017). The
precise mechanism behind NETosis is still not known and is a topic of intense research. Stimuli-like PMA
(phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate), LPSs (lipopolysaccharides), platelets, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor, oxidized low-density lipoprotein, and statins induce ETs (Caudrillier et al., 2012;
Delgado-Rizo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019; Chow et al., 2010). Pathologic conditions such as hyperglycemia impair the ability of neutrophils to form NETs and reduce their antimicrobial properties (Joshi et al.,
2013).
ETs play an important role in immune surveillance and pathogen clearance, but their persistence
post infection makes them inflammatory and harmful (Kolaczkowska et al., 2015; Hakkim et al., 2010; Papayannopoulos, 2017; Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007; Wright et al., 2016). ETs contribute to tissue damage
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(Czaikoski et al., 2016; Saffarzadeh et al., 2012; Villanueva et al., 2011), vaso-occlusion (Fuchs et al., 2010;
Martinod et al., 2013), sterile inflammation (Warnatsch et al., 2015), cancer (Cedervall et al., 2015; Demers
et al., 2012; Guglietta et al., 2016), rheumatoid arthritis (Khandpur et al., 2013), and systemic lupus erythematosus (Garcia-Romo et al., 2011; Yu and Su, 2013). Calcium-phosphate-based mineralo-organic particles, some of which are spontaneously generated in the body, induce NETs that leads to inflammation
through high-mobility group protein B1 (Peng et al., 2017). It is critical to understand the regulation of formation and disassembly of ETs for therapeutic interventions.
Innate immune cells form ETs; macrophages forming ETs are actively studied. Human peripheral blood
monocytes (Jönsson et al., 2013; Halder et al., 2016), human monocyte-derived macrophages (Wong
and Jacobs, 2013), human alveolar macrophages (King et al., 2015), THP-1 monocytic cell line (Shen
et al., 2016), murine peritoneal macrophages (Chow et al., 2010), and rat macrophages (Bryukhin and Shopova, 2015) form ETs, referred to as macrophage extracellular traps (Doster et al., 2017). Until recently, ET
formation by microglia was not reported (Wang et al., 2019). Microglia are resident myeloid cells of the central nervous system (CNS). They play critical role in clearing debris and maintaining homeostasis in the CNS
(Li and Barres, 2018). These roles of microglia are regulated by multiple factors including neurotransmitters
(Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007; Fan et al., 2018; Yoshioka et al., 2016). Dopamine (DA) is one of the key
neurotransmitters in the brain. It controls a variety of functions including locomotor activities, emotion,
and cognition (Beninger, 1983; Ferreri et al., 2019; Ott and Nieder, 2019). DA is also important for immunity
within the CNS and in the body (Fan et al., 2018; Arreola et al., 2016). Recently, Caragher et al. reported that
glioblastoma (GBM) cells express dopamine receptor 2 (DR2) and can synthesize and secrete DA (Caragher
et al., 2019). This affects GBM metabolism and may enhance tumor growth. Activation of DR2 increases
spheroid forming capacity of GBM cells (Caragher et al., 2019; Weissenrieder et al., 2019). These findings
indicate a possible role of DA in the regulation of GBM.
Based on these observations, we investigated whether DA can induce ETs in BV2 microglia cell line and
primary adult human microglia. We explored the basic mechanism of microglia ET formation, functionality
of these traps, and their presence in GBM.

RESULTS
Dopamine induces formation of extracellular traps in microglia
We started with examining whether DA induces ET formation in BV2 microglia cell line. We treated the cells
with different concentrations of DA for 24 hours. All the concentrations of DA induced traps like structures
in BV2 microglia cell as visualized by phase contrast microscopy (Figure 1A). We used 250mM of DA for
further experiments. ETs are composed of decondensed chromatin and hence they are stained by (40 ,6-Diamidine-20 -phenylindole dihydrochloride) DAPI. Antimicrobial protein MPO is also embedded on ETs. We
stained the DA-induced trap-like structures with DAPI (Figures 1B and 1C) and MPO that confirmed their
identity as ETs. We further quantified the presence of ETs in the culture supernatant by digesting them
with DNase I which showed that DA was inducing ETs in BV2 microglia cell line (Figure 1D).

Extracellular traps are being formed independent of cell death
We next performed (Methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide) MTT assays to determine whether ETs
are induced by lytic ETosis or vital ETosis (Figure 2). DA did not cause significant cell death at any concentration. This confirmed that DA-induced BV2 microglia cells are following vital ETosis. To investigate the
mechanism of ET formation in BV2 cells, we have used NAC (N-acetyl-L-cysteine), an antioxidant, and cytochalasin D (CytoD), an actin polymerization inhibitor, along with DA in our experiments. We checked the
cytotoxicity of NAC and CytoD along with DA on BV2 microglia cells. NAC and DA did not cause significant
cell death while CytoD and DA were toxic to cells.

Microglia form extracellular traps in an ROS-independent manner
Formation of ETs is ROS dependent and/or independent (Papayannopoulos, 2017). To examine which
pathway contributes to ET formation in BV2 microglia, we inhibited ROS production by pretreating the cells
with NAC and confirmed the inhibition by dichlorofluorescin diacetate (Figure 3A). We observed that DA
itself did not induce ROS; hence, NAC did not have significant effect on the level of ROS. This result suggests that DA induces ETs in an ROS-independent manner. To confirm this finding, we treated ROS inhibited BV2 cells with DA and observed ET formation. Inhibition of ROS did not inhibit the formation of
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Figure 1. Visualization of DA-induced extracellular traps in BV2 microglia
(A) BV2 microglia were incubated with different concentrations of dopamine (DA) for 24 hr. ETs were clearly visible at all the concentrations of DA. Scale bars,
100mm and 50mm.
(B and C) BV2 microglia were incubated with 250mM of DA for 24 hr. ETs were stained with just DAPI (blue) (B) or DAPI and MPO (C). The images are
representative of three experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per well in a two well chamber slide. Scale bars, 100mm, 50mm, and 25mm.
(D) DNase I was added after 24 hr in DA-treated wells and untreated (UT) wells. Fluorescence was measured in the collected supernatant with the help of
SYTOX Green. Graph is representative of 4 experiments. Data are represented as mean G SEM. *p < 0.05 (Student’s t-test).

DA-induced ETs as evident from immunofluorescence images (Figure 3B). These results confirmed that DA
induces ET formation in BV2 microglia cell via an ROS-independent pathway.

Extracellular trap formation in BV2 microglia cells is independent of actin polymerization
Actin dynamics may play a role in the formation of ETs (Metzler et al., 2014). To investigate whether actin
polymerization plays a role in ET formation in microglia, we preincubated BV2 cells with CytoD and then
treated them with DA (Figure 4). Immunofluorescence images confirmed that DA induced ET formation independent of actin polymerization, but the viability of cells was significantly reduced—also seen in MTT
assays (Figure 2). This indicates that CytoD- and DA-treated BV2 cells may follow lytic ETosis.

Dopamine-induced extracellular traps are functional
We further investigated whether DA-induced BV2 microglia ETs are functional and can trap bacteria. We
incubated (fluorescein) FITC-tagged E. coli with BV2 cells treated with only DA, NAC + DA (Figures 5A
and 5B), or CytoD + DA (Figure S1). Immunofluorescence microscopy images confirmed that DA-induced
ETs are functional and capture E. coli. NAC had no effect on the functionality of traps; however, CytoD
reduced the functionality of traps (Figure S1).

Dopamine induces extracellular traps in primary human microglia
It was clear from our results that DA induces functional ETs in BV2 microglia cell line. We extended our
investigation to primary adult human microglia. We isolated primary adult human microglia, as described
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Figure 2. Dopamine induces extracellular traps formation independent of cell death
BV2 microglia were seeded in a 96-well microplate and were pretreated with 10mM cytochalasin D (CytoD) for 20 min and
10mM N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) for 3 hr. Pretreatment was followed by dopamine (DA) treatment for 24 hr. Cell viability
was observed by taking the absorbance at 570 nm. The graph is representative of 3 experiments. Data are represented as
mean G SEM. *p < .05 (Student’s t-test).

previously (Agrawal et al., 2020), and characterized them by staining with Ricinus communis agglutinin
(RCA) (Figures 6A and S2). To determine whether DA can induce ETs in primary human microglia, we
treated the isolated cells with 2.5mM DA for 12 hours (Figure 6). We stained the cells with RCA (green),
as a microglial marker, as well as DAPI (blue) and anti-DNA/Histone H1 antibody (red) for ETs (Figure 6B).
Immunofluorescence images confirmed that DA induces ETs in primary human microglia.

Microglia extracellular traps are present in glioblastoma
Recent studies suggest that GBM cells express DR2 and secrete DA (Caragher et al., 2019; Weissenrieder
et al., 2019). These findings encouraged us to investigate whether microglia present in the GBM microenvironment form extracellular traps. We stained GBM tissues with RCA for microglia (green) and H1/DNA
antibody for ETs (red). H1/DNA staining was uniformly distributed inside the cells’ nucleus in the human
cerebrum tissue, whereas it showed a punctate staining around the cells in case of GBM tissues (Figures
7 and S3). Overlap of H1/DNA and RCA confirmed the formation of ETs by microglia. An algorithm was
developed to quantify the formation of ETs. GBM tissues showed significant formation of ETs. There are
cells other than microglia that are also showing punctate stain. This may be because of the presence of neutrophils and other cells within GBM tissue (Chen and Hambardzumyan, 2018; Schiffer et al., 2018) that are
known to form ETs.

DISCUSSION
ETs play a critical role in health and disease (Daniel et al., 2019; Linders and Madhi, 2020; Papayannopoulos,
2017). We establish that DA can induce formation of ETs in BV2 microglia and primary adult human microglia (Figures 1 and 6). Presence of DA receptors on microglia and cells of adaptive and innate immune system points toward DA’s role in immune regulation (Pocock and Kettenmann, 2007; Mckenna et al., 2002;
Sookhai et al., 1999). The ability of DA to induce ETs points toward the role of DA in immune regulation
and sterile inflammation. Lymphocytes and dendritic cells can produce DA that can act in an autocrine
and/or paracrine manner (Cosentino et al., 2007; Mckenna et al., 2002; Nakano et al., 2009). DA concentration varies in different regions of the brain and can increase up to 1800mM (Ewing et al., 1983; Olefirowicz
and Ewing, 1990; Basu et al., 2001; Yan et al., 2015; Goto et al., 2007; Lucas and McMillen, 2002; Matt and
Gaskill, 2020). Our results provide a pivotal link between DA and neuro-inflammation.
Cells forming ETs via the suicidal NETosis pathway die immediately while cells following the vital NETosis
pathway survive and continue to function normally (Papayannopoulos, 2017; Yipp and Kubes, 2013). We
performed MTT assays to investigate the toxicity of DA on BV2 microglia and established that DA is not
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Figure 3. Dopamine induces extracellular traps independent of ROS
Cells were pretreated with 10mM N-acetyl-L-cysteine (NAC) for 3 hr followed by 250mM dopamine (DA) treatment for 24 hr.
(A) ROS production was checked with the help of dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCF-DA). The graph is representative of
three experiments. Data are represented as mean G SEM.
(B) ET formation was induced by DA even in the presence of NAC. ETs were stained with DAPI (blue). At least 7 frames
were imaged per well. Scale bars, 100mm.

cytotoxic (Figure 2). This implies that DA-induced ET formation in BV2 microglia does not lead to immediate cell death. Yousefi et al. first showed that neutrophils can survive even after the formation of NETs. Interestingly, the traps formed by viable neutrophils contained mitochondrial DNA instead of nuclear DNA
(Yousefi et al., 2009). How long does microglia survive after expelling its DNA and what is the composition
of microglia ETs are intriguing areas for future investigations.
Another aspect of the mechanism we observed was that DA-induced ETs follow an ROS-independent pathway.
DA can work as an antioxidant (Jodko-Piórecka and Litwinienko, 2015), and our results showed that DA did not
induce significant ROS generation in BV2 microglia (Figure 3). We pretreated cells with the ROS scavenger NAC
and then with DA to confirm no significant increase in ROS levels. These results proposed that DA-induced ET
formation is independent of ROS. We confirmed this by observing the formation of traps even when ROS was
inhibited (Figure 3). ROS-independent ET formation is previously reported to follow vital ETosis (Pilsczek et al.,
2010). The molecules involved in this pathway are under-explored. ET formation is highly stimulus dependent
(Daniel et al., 2019; Papayannopoulos, 2017; Doster et al., 2017). Our result is crucial, as evidence of different
stimuli inducing vital ETosis will help in exploring molecular pathways. Actin dynamics plays a crucial role in

Figure 4. Extracellular trap formation is independent of actin polymerization
Cells were pretreated for 20 min with 10mM cytochalasin D (CytoD) followed by treatment with 250mM dopamine (DA) for
24 hr. Inhibition of actin polymerization had no effect on ET formation. ETs were stained with DAPI (blue). The images are
the representative of two experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per well. Scale bars, 100mm.
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Figure 5. Dopamine induces formation of functional extracellular traps
(A) BV2 microglia were incubated with dopamine (DA) for 3 hr. FITC-tagged E. coli (green) was added followed by DA
incubation, and cells were further incubated for 21 hours. ETs were stained with DAPI (blue). In the overlay image, green
dots are overlapping with the blue ETs, suggesting that ETs are trapping E. coli. Images are representative of two
experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per well. Scale bars, 100mm. (B) BV2 microglia were pretreated with N-acetylL-cysteine (NAC) and were incubated with dopamine (DA) for 3 hr. FITC-tagged E. coli (green) was added followed by DA
incubation, and cells were further incubated for 21 hours. ETs were stained with DAPI (blue). In the overlay image, green
dots are overlapping with the blue ETs, suggesting that ETs are trapping E. coli. Images are representative of two
experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per well. Scale bars, 100mm.

ET formation (Stojkov et al., 2017; Metzler et al., 2014). But sometimes inhibition of actin polymerization does
not affect ET formation (Abi Abdallah et al., 2012; Granger et al., 2017). We observed that DA induces ETs in an
actin polymerization independent manner in BV2 cells (Figure 4). It was evident that CytoD does not affect ET
formation, but it was cytotoxic as evident from our MTT assay. Inhibiting actin polymerization may induce lytic
ETosis in BV2 cells. ETs are hypothesized as an alternate mechanism adopted by immune cells to counter pathogens when their phagocytic capacity is overwhelmed (Branzk et al., 2014). It is possible that, in some cases,
inhibiting phagocytosis might push immune cells toward ETs inducing pathways. One of the key functions of
ETs is to trap pathogens (Brinkmann et al., 2004; Doster et al., 2017; Papayannopoulos, 2017). DA-induced
ETs in BV2 cells successfully trapped FITC-tagged E. coli (Figure 5). Even the ETs formed in presence of
NAC or CytoD (Figure S1) trapped E. coli. Thus, inhibition of ROS did not affect functionality of traps. But functionality of traps was compromised in CytoD-treated cells. How CytoD affects ET formation and functionality in
microglia needs further investigation. These results established trap formation as an important mechanism of
microglial response to counter pathogens.
Encouraged by the results from BV2 microglia, we treated primary human adult microglia with known ET inducers, PMA and LPS (Doster et al., 2017; Papayannopoulos, 2017), and DA; we observed the formation of
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Figure 6. Dopamine induces extracellular traps in primary human microglia
(A) Primary human microglia isolated from adult human brain tissues. RCA (green) was used as a microglia marker, and
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (red) was used as an astrocyte marker. About 80% of the cells isolated were microglia.
(B) Isolated microglia were treated with 2.5mM dopamine (DA) for 12 hr. RCA (green) was used as a microglia marker. ETs
(arrow heads) were visualized using DAPI (blue) and DNA/Histone H1 antibodies (red). At least 7 frames were imaged per
well of the two well chamber slide. Scale bars, 100mm.

ETs (Figure 6B). This was exciting and it opened new avenues of microglia ET exploration. PMA and LPS induce
ETs in different cells primarily via an ROS-dependent lytic pathway (Fuchs et al., 2007; Khan et al., 2017) while our
results in BV2 cells suggest an ROS-independent non-lytic pathway for microglia ET formation. Our results support the heterogeneity of ET formation pathway adopted by cells depending on the stimuli (Petretto et al.,
2019; Pieterse et al., 2016; Daniel et al., 2019). ETs are protective and inflammatory (Daniel et al., 2019). They
play role in pathogenesis of many diseases including cancer (Daniel et al., 2019; Papayannopoulos, 2017). A
recent report by Caragher et al. shows that GBM cells express DR2 and they can synthesize and secrete DA
(Caragher et al., 2019). This may increase local concentration of DA within the tumor microenvironment which
is yet to be quantified. We found that microglia present in the GBM microenvironment form ETs (Figure 7).
Inflammation caused by ETs might be involved in progression of GBM. ETs play a role in metastasis of cancer,
and cancer cells in turn can induce ETs (Cools-Lartigue et al., 2013; Tohme et al., 2016; Park et al., 2016). It is
necessary to explore if that is true for GBM. Several key questions need future investigations; what is the
role of microglia ETs in GBM pathology? Are ETs involved in shaping the microenvironment of GBM or inflammation? Microglia ETs present in the GBM need thorough characterization. It will help us in better elucidating
their role in GBM and its microenvironment. ETs play an important role in autoimmune diseases such as lupus
and arthritis (Garcia-Romo et al., 2011; Khandpur et al., 2013; Yu and Su, 2013). Our findings that DA can induce
ETs point toward a role of DA in other inflammatory diseases in the brain. In diseases like schizophrenia, Tourette syndrome, Parkinson disease, and multiple sclerosis, DA plays a substantial role in the pathophysiology
(Arreola et al., 2016; Denys et al., 2013; Brisch et al., 2014). Studying DA-induced microglial ETs may lead to interventions that may help in better management of these disease and GBM.

Limitations of the study
In the present study, we have shown formation of DA-induced microglia extracellular traps composed of
DNA. Mitochondrial DNA or/and nuclear DNA contributes to formation of ETs (Lood et al., 2016; Mcilroy
et al., 2014). This study does not show whether traps are composed of nuclear DNA or/and mitochondrial
DNA. Studying this will help in further elucidating the intermediate signaling molecules involved in extracellular trap formation. We have shown that the traps are functional as they are capable of trapping FITCtagged E. coli. But the functionality of traps also depends on traps killing bacteria. We have not evaluated
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Figure 7. Presence of microglia extracellular traps in GBM
(A) GBM tissue was stained with DAPI (blue), RCA (green) for microglia, and DNA/Histone H1 (red) for ETs. The formation
of ETs by microglia can be visualized by the punctate red staining overlapping with green (arrow heads). Inset represents
secondary antibody control. Scale bars, 50mm.
(B) The punctate red staining overlapping with green was quantified. The graph represents average of the quantified
value. The result is representative of two experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per section and quantified. Data are
represented as mean G SEM. ***p < .0001 (Student’s t-test).

whether the traps are capable of killing bacteria which will establish effective functionality of the traps. Protein composition of the traps also varies with cells and stimuli (Papayannopoulos, 2017). As ETs can be inflammatory, extension of this study is needed to characterize microglia ETs to determine their nature.
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Figure S1. Dopamine Induces Formation of Functional Extracellular Traps
Independent of Actin Polymerization, Related to Figure 5. BV2 microglia were
pretreated with Cytochalasin D (CytoD) and were incubated with DA for 3 hours. FITC
tagged E. coli (green) was added followed by DA incubation and cells were further
incubated for 21 hours. ETs were stained with DAPI (blue). In the merged image green
dots are overlapping with the blue ET suggesting that ETs are trapping E. coli. The
images are the representative of two experiments. At least 7 frames were imaged per
well of the two well chamber slide. Scale bars, 100µm.

Figure S2. Primary Microglia Isolation from Adult Human Brain Tissue, Related
to Figure 6. Primary human microglial isolated from adult human brain tissues. RCA
(Green) was used as microglia marker and GFAP (Red) was used as astrocyte
marker. About 80% of the cells isolated were microglia. Scale bars, 100µm.

Figure S3. H & E Image, RCA Control and Secondary Antibody Control for
DNA/Histone H1, Related to Figure 7. Scale bars, 50µm and 100µm.

Table S1. Patient information for the tissues used for IHC. Related to Figure 7.
Serial no.

Dianosis

Age/Gender

Mutations

1

GBM

70/M

IDHwt
MGMT

low

methylation
2

GBM

66/F

IDHwt
MGMT
methylated

-

Transparent Methods
Cell culture
The murine microglial cell line BV2 were a kind gift from Dr. Anirban Basu (National
Brain Research Centre, Gurgaon). The cells were cultured in DMEM, high glucose
medium, supplemented with 10% FBS and 1 % antibiotic antimycotic stabilized
solution (Himedia). The cells were grown in 96-well plate or in chamber slides as
required. They were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 24 hours (Eppendorf-170 S,
Incubator). The confluent microplate or chamber slides were then used for
experiments.
Primary human microglia isolation
Ethical clearance for acquiring tissues was taken from the Institute ethics committees
of Indian Institute of Technology Jodhpur and All India Institute of Medical Science
(AIIMS) Jodhpur. Informed consent was acquired for the use of tissue samples for
experiments from human participants. A protocol for isolating primary microglia from
adult human brain tissues was developed (Agrawal et al., 2020). Brain tissue was
transported to lab in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (acsf) (2mM – CaCl2-2H2O, 10mM –
Glucose, 3mM – KCl, 26mM – NaHCO3, 2.5mM – NaH2PO4, 1mM – MgCl2-6H2O,
202mM – Sucrose) on ice. Tissue was washed for 5 minutes with acsf and then 5
minutes with PBS. Tissue was minced into small pieces and was incubated in 10ml
trypsin for 25 minutes at 37°C. 10 ml media (DMEM/F12 with glutamine, 1% penicillinstreptomycin, 20% L929 supernatant, 10% FBS) was added and tissue was
centrifuged at 2000xg for 10 minutes at 4°C. Supernatant was removed and the pellet
was dissolved in media, plated and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO 2. On the 2nd day,
considering the processing day as day 0, supernatant from the flask was collected and
centrifuged at 1466xg for 4 minutes at 4°C. Supernatant was discarded and the pellet
was plated in a fresh flask. Fresh media was added to the day 0 flask. Media of both
flasks were changed again on the fourth and sixth day. The population of microglial
cell were confirmed by staining them with Ricinus communis agglutinin-1 (RCA-1)
lectin (Vector labs, FL-1081) (Jha et al., 2010). RCA stained cells were counted by
blinded observers.
MTT assay

10,000 BV2 microglia cell were seeded per well in a 96 well plate. Cells were
pretreated with either 10mM NAC for 3 hours or 10μM Cytochalasin D (CytoD) for 20
minutes and were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2. After pretreatment cells were
treated with 250μM, 500μM, 750μM, 1mM of DA for 24 hours. DA containing media
was removed carefully from the microplate. 100μl of fresh serum free media and 10μl
of MTT solution (Sigma) was added to each well. The plate was kept in incubator
(Model 170S, Eppendorf) at 37°C with 5% CO2 in dark for 2 hours. After incubation,
100μl of acidic isopropanol solution was added to each well and mixed thoroughly
using pipette. Absorbance at 570nm was measured using a multi-mode microplate
reader (Synergy H1 Hybrid, Biotek Instruments Inc).
Immunocytochemistry
15,000 BV2 microglia cell seeded in each well of 2 well culture slides. Cells were
pretreated with either 10mM NAC for 3 hours or 10μM CytoD for 20 minutes and were
treated with mentioned concentration of DA or 24 hours. After treatment, cells were
washed twice with 1X PBS for 5 minutes and were fixed for 10 minutes with 4% PFA.
BV2 microglia cell were washed again twice and mounted with Fluoroshield with DAPI
(Sigma-F6057). 15,000 primary adult human microglia cells were seeded in 2 well
culture slides and treated with 2.5µM DA, LPS or 25nM PMA for 12 hours. 15,000 BV2
microglia cell were seeded in 2 well culture slides and treated with 250µM DA for 24
hours. After treatment, cells were washed twice with 1X PBS for 5 minutes and were
fixed for 10 minutes with 4% PFA. Cells were washed again with 1X PBS and
permeabilized with 0.1% TritonX-PBS for 15 minutes at room temperature. Further
cells were blocked with 5% FBS in 0.1% TritonX-PBS for 1 hour in humidified chamber
at 4°C and stained overnight in humidified chamber at 4°C with 1:1500 dilution of AntiDNA/Histone H1 primary antibody (Merck, MAB3864) for primary cells and with 1:250
dilution of anti-Neutrophil Myeloperoxidase antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, N5787) for BV2
cells. After primary incubation, cells were washed and incubated for 1 hour with 1:500
dilution of anti-mouse or 1:1000 dilution of anti-rabbit secondary antibody. Cells were
further washed and mounted with Fluoroshield with DAPI (Sigma-F6057). Images
were taken using a fluorescence microscope (Leica Systems). Bright field images at
20X and 40X were taken on Nikon or Leica Microscope. Images were analyzed using
ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012).

Immunohistochemistry
We used 5-μm sections embedded in paraffin that were deparaffinized and rehydrated
through alcohols (Jha et al., 2010). The paraffin embedded paraformaldehyde fixed
glioma (grade 4, Glioblastoma) and normal brain tissue were obtained with approval
from the Internal Review Board and the Ethics Committees of AIIMS, Jodhpur and
Tata Memorial Cancer Hospitals. Informed consent was acquired for the use of tissue
samples for experiments from human participants. We have performed all experiments
in accordance with the ethical guidelines and regulations of All India Institute of
Medical Sciences Jodhpur and Indian Institute of Technology Jodhpur. For the
detection of microglia, tissues were stained with 1:500 Ricinus communis agglutinin-1
(RCA-1) lectin (Vector labs, FL-1081) (Jha et al., 2010). Glioma (paraformaldehyde
fixed paraffin embedded grade IV glioblastoma) and normal brain (paraformaldehyde
fixed paraffin embedded) tissue sections were stained for DNA/Histone H1 using 1:300
of anti- DNA/Histone H1 antibody (Merck) primary antibody and 1:500 anti-mouse
secondary antibody. Nuclei were stained blue with DAPI. Immunofluorescence was
observed using fluorescence microscope (Leica Systems) and analyzed using ImageJ
(Schneider et al., 2012).
Quantification of extracellular traps in tissues
5-μm embedded paraffin sections of GBM and cerebrum were stained as described in
immunohistochemistry section. The number of punctate structure with RCA, for
microglia, and DNA/Histone H1, for ETs, overlap were quantified by the algorithm
developed by us. The average of the quantified value was represented on the graph.
Error bars represent standard error. The data is representative of two experiments.
Quantification of extracellular traps in culture supernatant
The ETs in supernatant was quantified by measuring the fluorescence of digested
traps (Robledo-Avila et al., 2018, Yoo et al., 2014, Joshi et al., 2013). 2,00,000 cells
were seeded in 6 well plate. Cells were treated with 250µM of dopamine and were
incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Following incubation 10U/ml DNase I
Solution (Himedia) was added to the wells and the plate was incubated at room
temperature for 15 minutes. 5mM EDTA was added to the wells to stop the reaction.
Supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 300g at room temperature. After

centrifugation supernatant was transferred to clean centrifuge tubes. 200µl of
supernatant was added to wells in a 96 well plate in duplicates. 5µM SYTOX™ Green
Nucleic Acid Stain (Invitrogen) was added to the wells and the plate was incubated in
dark for 15 minutes. The fluorescence was measured at excitation/emission =
485/530.
Extracellular traps functional assay
15,000 BV2 microglia cell seeded in 2 well chamber slides. After pretreatment with
NAC or CytoD, as mentioned above, cells were treated with 250μM DA and incubated
at 37°C with 5% CO2. FITC tagged E. coli taken from Vybrant Phagocytosis Assay Kit
(V-6694), was added after 3 hours of addition of DA. Cells were further incubated at
37°C with 5% CO2 for 21 hours. Cells were washed twice with 1X PBS for 5 minutes
and were fixed with 4% PFA. Then they were washed again twice with 1X PBS for 5
minutes and were mounted with Fluoroshield with DAPI. Images were taken using a
fluorescence microscope (Leica Systems)
Detection of ROS
10,000 cells were seeded in 96 well microtiter plate and were incubated overnight at
37°C with 5% CO2. Cells were treated with 20μM of 2′, 7′-Dichlorofluorescin diacetate
(D6883 Sigma) for 30 minutes. Media was removed and the cells were washed once
with 1X PBS. 100μl media was added to each well and cells were treated with 10mM
NAC for 3 hours. Following this treatment cells were treated with 250μM DA for 24
hours. Fluorescence intensity indicating ROS generation was measured with a
Synergy H1 Hybrid Multi-Mode reader (BioTek) at excitation and emission wavelength
of 485/535 nm.

Algorithm and code for quantification of extracellular traps in tissues
There are three primary chromatic colors of light present there in the digital cell
images. Those are red (R), green (G) and blue (B). As we know, any digital color image
consists of those three color channels and any other color is a combination of these
three with different proportion (Koschan and Abidi, 2008, Gonzalez and Woods, 2018).
We have utilized this basic property of digital color images while determining the

overlapping between different regions. We have extracted out the three different color
channels from the color image and processed those separately to determine the
overlapped regions. That is, we perform a thresholding operation on each of the R, G
and B images separately and carried out intersection operations between them.
Say, I is the colored cell image under consideration. In the other words, it can be said
that I is a matrix of size MXNX3. Now, after extracting out three color channels there
will be three different images each of size MXN. Let those be denoted as IR, IG and IB.
Let we set three threshold values TR, TG and TB to extract out the regions with higher
values of these three colors in the three images. The thresholding operation on IR is
carried out according to the equation given below.
𝐵𝑅 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝐼𝑅 > 𝑇𝑅
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

BR is the binarized image that we receive after performing thresholding on IR. Please
note, the pixels with value ‘1’ in BR represents the pixels with higher red component
present in it. Similarly, we can have two more binarized images from IG and IB as BG
and BB with threholds TG and TB respectively.
To determine the overlapped regions between red and green regions we perform BR∩
BG. The intersected region will reflect the overlapped areas of red and green regions
in the cell image. The same will be performed between BG ∩ BB, and BR ∩BB to
determine the green-blue and red-blue overlapped regions.
Further, we have eliminated the noisy regions those were present in the intersected
image. We have considered the small regions as noise and eliminated them. The small
regions are chosen to be of 10% of size of the largest region that is present in the
intersected image. The remaining regions will finally be labelled as the overlapped
regions.
The code for quantification is as follows:
clear;
I1=imread('C:\Users\RISHABH\Documents\IHC-Glioma&Cerebrum-ASC-P3-CD11bquantificationImages\IHC-Glioma&Cerebrum-ASC-P3-CD11bquantificationImages\Cerebrum_CD11b&ASC\edited-Blue-35B&50C&RedGreen-

50B&40C\IHC-Glioma&Cerebrum-ASC-P3-CD11bquantificationImages\Cerebrum_CD11b&ASC\edited-Blue-35B&50C&RedGreen50B&40C/image0466.tif');
[xr yr]=find(I1(:,:,1)>100 & I1(:,:,2)>70 & I1(:,:,3)>70);
I2=uint8(zeros(size(I1)));
a1=size(xr)
for i=1:a1
I2(xr(i),yr(i),:)=255;
end

bw=im2bw(I2);
se = strel('sphere',5);
dilatedBW = imclose(bw, se);
figure, imshow(I1)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
measurements=regionprops(dilatedBW,'Area');
%a1=measurements.Area;
areaIm=zeros(1,length(measurements));
if length(measurements)>1
for k = 1 : length(measurements)
areaIm(k) = measurements(k).Area;
end

sz=floor(max(areaIm)/10);
NewBW=bwareaopen(dilatedBW,sz);
%imshow(NewBW);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

stats = regionprops('table',NewBW,'Centroid', ...
'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength');

% Get centers and radii of the circles
centers = stats.Centroid;
c1=size(centers);
diameters = mean([stats.MajorAxisLength stats.MinorAxisLength],2);
radii = diameters/2;
c11=c1(1);
if c11<1
c11=0;
end
wrt1=sprintf('Regions with Red Green Blue Overlapping = %d', c11);
title(wrt1)
% Plot the circles
hold on
viscircles(centers,radii);

hold off
wrt2=sprintf('RedGreenBlueOverlap.tif');
imwrite(I1,wrt2);
else
print('No Overlapping RedGreenBlue');
end
[xg yg]=find(I1(:,:,1)>100 & I1(:,:,2)<50 & I1(:,:,3)>70);
I2=uint8(zeros(size(I1)));
a1=size(xg);
for i=1:a1
I2(xg(i),yg(i),:)=255;
end
bw=im2bw(I2);

se = strel('sphere',5);
dilatedBW = imclose(bw, se);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
measurements=regionprops(dilatedBW,'Area');
%a1=measurements.Area;

areaIm=zeros(1,length(measurements));
if length(measurements)>1
for k = 1 : length(measurements)
areaIm(k) = measurements(k).Area;
end
sz=floor(max(areaIm)/10);
NewBW=bwareaopen(dilatedBW,sz);
%imshow(NewBW);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

stats = regionprops('table',NewBW,'Centroid', ...
'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength');

figure, imshow(I1)

%stats = regionprops('table',dilatedBW,'Centroid', ...
%'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength');

% Get centers and radii of the circles
centers = stats.Centroid;
c1=size(centers);
c11=c1(1);

if c11<1
c11=0;
end
diameters = mean([stats.MajorAxisLength stats.MinorAxisLength],2);
radii = diameters/2;
wrt1=sprintf('Regions with Red Blue Overlapping = %d', c11);
title(wrt1)
% Plot the circles
hold on
viscircles(centers,radii);
hold off
else
print('No Overlapping RedBlue');
end
%wrt2=sprintf('RedBlueOverlap.tif');
%imwrite(I1,wrt2);

[xg yg]=find(I1(:,:,1)<50 & I1(:,:,2)>70 & I1(:,:,3)>70);
I2=uint8(zeros(size(I1)));
a1=size(xg);
for i=1:a1
I2(xg(i),yg(i),:)=255;
end

bw=im2bw(I2);
se = strel('sphere',5);
dilatedBW = imclose(bw, se);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
measurements=regionprops(dilatedBW,'Area');
%a1=measurements.Area;
areaIm=zeros(1,length(measurements));
if length(measurements)>1
for k = 1 : length(measurements)
areaIm(k) = measurements(k).Area;
end
sz=floor(max(areaIm)/10);
NewBW=bwareaopen(dilatedBW,sz);
%imshow(NewBW);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

stats = regionprops('table',NewBW,'Centroid', ...
'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength');

figure, imshow(I1)

% Get centers and radii of the circles
centers = stats.Centroid;
c1=size(centers);
c11=c1(1);
if c11<1
c11=0;
end
diameters = mean([stats.MajorAxisLength stats.MinorAxisLength],2);
radii = diameters/2;
wrt1=sprintf('Regions with Green Blue Overlapping = %d', c11);
title(wrt1)
% Plot the circles
hold on
viscircles(centers,radii);
hold off
end
[xg yg]=find(I1(:,:,1)>70 & I1(:,:,2)>50 & I1(:,:,3)<50);
I2=uint8(zeros(size(I1)));
a1=size(xg);
for i=1:a1
I2(xg(i),yg(i),:)=255;

end
bw=im2bw(I2);
se = strel('sphere',10);
dilatedBW = imclose(bw, se);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
measurements=regionprops(dilatedBW,'Area');
if length(measurements)>1
%a1=measurements.Area;
areaIm=zeros(1,length(measurements));
for k = 1 : length(measurements)
areaIm(k) = measurements(k).Area;
end
sz=floor(max(areaIm)/10);
NewBW=bwareaopen(dilatedBW,sz);
%imshow(NewBW);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

stats = regionprops('table',NewBW,'Centroid', ...
'MajorAxisLength','MinorAxisLength');

figure, imshow(I1)

% Get centers and radii of the circles
centers = stats.Centroid;
c1=size(centers);
c11=c1(1);
if c11<1
c11=0;
end
diameters = mean([stats.MajorAxisLength stats.MinorAxisLength],2);
radii = diameters/2;
wrt1=sprintf('Regions with Red Green Overlapping = %d', c11);
title(wrt1)
% Plot the circles
hold on
viscircles(centers,radii);
hold off
end
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